A variety of monolayer crystals have been proposed to be two-dimensional topological insulators exhibiting the quantum spin Hall effect (QSHE), possibly even at high temperatures. Here we report the observation of the QSHE in monolayer tungsten ditelluride (WTe 2 ) at temperatures up to 100 kelvin. In the short-edge limit, the monolayer exhibits the hallmark transport conductance,~e 2 /h per edge, where e is the electron charge and h is Planck's constant. Moreover, a magnetic field suppresses the conductance, and the observed Zeeman-type gap indicates the existence of a Kramers degenerate point and the importance of time-reversal symmetry for protection from elastic backscattering. Our results establish the QSHE at temperatures much higher than in semiconductor heterostructures and allow for exploring topological phases in atomically thin crystals.
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A time-reversal (TR) invariant topological insulator (TI) in two dimensions, also known as a quantum spin Hall (QSH) insulator, can be identified by its helical edge modes (1) (2) (3) (4) . So far, evidence for the helical edge mode in two-dimensional (2D) TIs, particularly quantized transport, has been limited to very low temperatures (i.e., near liquid helium temperature) in HgTe and InAs/GaSb quantum wells (5, 6) . In the search for high-temperature TIs, substantial efforts have focused on a variety of atomically thin materials (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) , which hold the promise of advancing the field of topological physics using the tools developed for 2D crystals. However, experimental observation of the quantum spin Hall effect (QSHE) in monolayer systems is challenging, often owing to structural or chemical instabilities (9, (15) (16) (17) . Indications of a hightemperature QSH phase in bulk-attached bismuth bilayers have been reported (7, 18, 19) , but a conclusive demonstration is still lacking.
Among the proposals for atomically thin TIs are monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), materials that are either 2D semiconductors or semimetals depending on their structural phase (9) . Calculations suggest that an inverted band gap can develop in 1T′ TMD monolayers, resulting in a nontrivial Z 2 topological phase (9, 20) . Recent experiments have shown promising results (12) (13) (14) , including that monolayer WTe 2 exhibits a ground state with an insulating interior and conducting edges associated with a zero-bias anomaly (12) , distinct from its multi-layer counterparts (12, 21) . Here we observe the QSHE in WTe 2 monolayers and identify this 2D material as an atomically layered TI with con-ductance~e 2 /h per edge at high temperatures, where e is the electron charge and h is Planck's constant.
QSH transport through a 2D TR-invariant TI should exhibit the following characteristics: (i) helical edge modes, characterized by an edge conductance that is approximately the quantum value of e 2 /h per edge (5); (ii) saturation to the conductance quantum in the short-edge limit (22) ; and (iii) suppression of conductance quantization upon application of a magnetic field, owing to the loss of protection by TR symmetry (5, 23, 24) . Signatures of a Zeeman gap should be seen if the Kramers degeneracy (Dirac point) is located inside the bulk band gap. To date, simultaneous observation of the above criteria in existing 2D TI systems is still lacking (5, 6, 22, 23, 25) , prompting the search for new QSH materials.
To check the above criteria in monolayer WTe 2 , we fabricated devices with the structure depicted in Fig. 1A [see (26) and figs. S1 and S2]. The goal of the design was threefold: to ensure an atomically flat, chemically protected channel (no flake bending or exposure) by fully encapsulating the flake with hexagonal boron nitride (15, 21) ; to minimize the effect of contact resistance; and to enable a length-dependence study on a single device. Our devices generally contain eight contact electrodes, a top graphite gate, and a series of in-channel local bottom gates with length L c varying from 50 to 900 nm. The monolayer flakes are carefully selected to have a long strip shape, typically a few mm wide and about 10 mm long (table S1). Figure 1B shows a typical measurement of the four-probe conductance (in device 1) across all the local gates (~8 mm long) as a function of top-gate voltage, V tg . A finite conductance plateau develops around V tg = 0 V. This characteristic feature for monolayer WTe 2 stems from conduction along the edges (12) . The measured value is highly sensitive to contact properties (12) , which prevents observation of the intrinsic edge conductance. We overcome this obstacle in our devices through selective doping of the flake using a combination of global top and local bottom gates. A short transport channel with length L c can be selectively defined by a local gate voltage V c , whereas the rest of the flake is highly doped by V tg to secure good contact to the electrodes (see fig. S3 for dI/dV characteristics, where dI1 nA is the applied ac current). Figure 1C maps out the resistance R in the same device as a function of V tg and V c (for a local gate with L c = 100 nm). The step structure indicates a transition from a bulk-metallic state (doped) to a bulkinsulating state (undoped) within the locally gated region. We define the offset resistance,
, as the resistance change from the value in the highly doped limit (V c = -1V, in this case). Figure 1D This saturated value, DR s , thus measures the resistance of the undoped channel, which can only originate from the edges because the monolayer interior is insulating (12) (13) (14) . Notably, DR s is approximately equal to h/2e 2 for both this 100-nm channel and the 60-and 70-nm channels on device 2 (Fig. 1D ). Fluctuations in the range of a few kilohm, which may originate from residual disorder or correlation effects (12, 27, 28) , are visible, but decrease substantially above 4 K. Given that the sample has two edges, the observed conductance per edge is therefore~e 2 /h, pointing to helical edge modes as the source of the conductance (5, 6) . To confirm this scenario, one must rule out the possibility of trivial diffusive edge modes that happen to exhibit the quantized conductance value for some particular length (22) . We thus performed a length-dependence study using a series of local gates with different L c . Detailed analysis of measurements from representative devices and gates at~4 K can be found in figs. S3 to S5. In Fig. 2 , we summarize the data by plotting the undoped-channel resistance, DR s , as a function of L c . For long edges, the resistance generally decreases with decreasing length, which is arguably captured by a linear trend. The behavior, however, clearly deviates from the trend when L c is reduced to 100 nm or less, where the resistance saturates to a value close to h/2e 2 . Such behavior is present in all three devices that enter this short-length regime, independent of the width of the monolayer flake (varying from 1 to 4 mm). These observations reveal the intrinsic conductance as e 2 /h per edge, as per the abovementioned criteria (i) and (ii) for the QSHE.
To check criterion (iii), regarding TR symmetry protection from elastic scattering, we performed magnetoconductance measurements. The data taken from the 100-nm-long channel in device 1 in the QSHE regime (i.e., gate range of the plateau) are shown in Fig. 3 . We define G s as 1/ DR s , which measures the conductance of the edges in the short channel limit. G s is plotted as a function of V c in Fig. 3A for a series of magnetic fields B applied perpendicular to the monolayer at 1.6 K. G s decreases substantially once B is turned on, in contrast to the bulk state, which is hardly affected ( fig. S8 ). For all V c , G s decreases rapidly for low magnetic fields (B < 2 T). After this initial stage, two types of behavior are observed, depending on V c , as shown in Fig. 3B . When V c is near -6.44 V, G s decreases exponentially without saturation, up to 8 T. For other values of V c , G s saturates at high B. These behaviors are notably different from the previous observations for resistive channels (12) .
Both types of behavior can be understood in the context of the QSHE. The 1D edge state of the QSH phase consists of two species: left and right movers associated with opposite spin polarization. The two linearly dispersing bands cross at the Kramers degeneracy point (Fig. 3B , inset I). Magnetic fields applied nonparallel to the spin polarization are expected to open an energy gap at the Kramers point owing to the Zeeman effect (29) . For a homogeneous chemical potential close to the degeneracy point ( Fig. 3B , inset II), one would expect an exponential decay of the conductance without saturation. To reveal the existence of the gap, we performed temperature-dependence measurements of the magnetoconductance at V c = -6.44 V. The exponential decay of G s persists up to high temperatures (measured up to 34 K, inset of Fig. 3C ). Moreover, all the curves collapse onto a single universal trend when renormalized by plotting the dimensionless values -log(G s /G 0 ) versus m B B/k B T (Fig. 3C) , where G 0 is the zero-field conductance, m B is the Bohr magneton, k B is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. If the Fermi energy at the edge is gated away from the Kramers degeneracy point (Fig. 3B , inset III), the Zeeman gap will not be directly observed, and the magnetoconductance should be determined by the scattering mechanisms at the edge allowed by the TR symmetry breaking. For example, in our devices, the presence of local charge puddles can be natural. According to theoretical calculations, the edge conductance will be reduced to ae 2 /h, where a is a field-dependent coefficient determined by the microscopic details of the edge (24, 30) . Calculations show that, at high magnetic fields, an individual puddle can reduce transmission along an edge by 50% (24, 31) , leading to a saturated a determined by the distribution of the puddles along the edges. We find the conductance saturation is consistent with this picture (fig. S9 ). In addition to vertical magnetic fields, we have also found considerably reduced edge conductance when inplane magnetic field is applied ( fig. S10 ). We expect that both in-and out-of-plane magnetic fields will suppress the conductance: TR symmetry removes protection of the edge conduction, and the edge-mode spin-polarization axis is not neces-sarily normal or parallel to the layer because the monolayer lacks out-of-plane mirror symmetry. The exact spin-polarization axis may be influenced by multiple factors, such as the direction of the crystallographic edge and the existence of displacement electric fields. The irregular edge of the exfoliated monolayer makes the situation more complex. Overall, the magnetoconductance behavior is consistent with criterion (iii). Therefore, the QSHE is indeed observed in monolayer WTe 2 .
Notably, the distinctive zero-field conductance value survives up to high temperatures. Figure  4A approximately constant and close to 2e 2 /h up to 100 K, indicating that the conductance is dominated by the QSHE up to this temperature. In terms of DR, the resistance plateau starts to drop at around 100 K (Fig. 4A, inset) . We note that it is not obvious a priori what the temperature dependence of the QSH edge conductance should be, and some proposed mechanisms indicate weak (32) or even negative temperature dependence (27) . Above 100 K, the channel conductance increases rapidly with temperature, indicating the activation of bulk-conduction channels. To reveal the transition more clearly, in Fig. 4B we plot the temperature dependence of the resistance R of the whole flake (i.e., the entire length, which consists of the locally gated region in series with the rest of the flake) when the chemical potential in the local channel is placed in the metallic regime (V c = -1 V) and the QSH regime (V c < -5.3 V). A clear kink at 100 K can be seen in the QSH regime. The difference between the two curves yields the channel resistance, which drops above the transition temperature. This high-temperature QSHE is consistent with the prediction of a large inverted band gap (~100 meV) in monolayer WTe 2 (20) as well as recent experiments that observe a~45-meV bulk band gap in spectroscopy (13, 14) and a similar onset temperature for bulk conduction (12) . We suspect the 100 K transition temperature may not be an intrinsic limit. Improvements in device quality may enable observation of the QSHE at even higher temperatures and for longer edges.
Our observations have confirmed the nontrivial TR invariant topological phase in monolayer WTe 2 and demonstrated the QSHE at high temperatures in an isolated 2D monolayer device. The exploration of 2D topological physics and device performance above liquid nitrogen temperatures has therefore become possible. Distinct from quantum well systems, the exposed nature of isolated monolayers may allow for engineering topological phases in unprecedented ways. In particular, WTe 2 can be readily combined with other 2D materials to form van der Waals heterostructures, a promising platform for studying the proximity effect between a QSH system and superconductors or magnets (3, 4) at the atomic scale.
